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№ Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment Explanation/Comment
1 EELV 26 add Absolute priority for interstate 

railroad connections ahead of
interstate air and road
transportation;

Absolute priority for interstate railroad
connections and night trains ahead of interstate
air and road transportation;

the Greens need to advocate for more
night trains

2 FYEG 26 replace Absolute priority for interstate 
railroad connections ahead of
interstate air and road
transportation;

Absolute priority for intra- and interstate railroad
connections ahead of air and road transportation

3 EELV 28 add Ending any further increase in
airport capacities;

Ending any further increase in airport capacities
and end public subsidiaries to airlines
exploitation, except for long distance enclaved
territories such as islands

one of the main problems today is
that in a lot of situations, flying is a
lot cheaper than train because of
subsidiaries and low taxes

4 Bündnis 90/Die
Grünen

28 add bullet 
point

. 3. further electrification of railways, the closing
of "missing links" in trans-border rail and a swift
implemetation of the European Rail Traffic
Management System (ERTMS)

Add another bullet point. If accepted
in the CAS the other bullet numbers
have to be changed accordingly

5 GroenLinks 29 replace Economic measures to
regulate any expected
increase in air traffic in
Europe;

Economic and tax measures to reduce air traffic
in Europe

We don't want to just regulate the
increase in air traffic, we also want to
reduce the air traffic. This makes it a
bit stronger

Amendments to draft resolution "TEN-T: climate emergency revision "
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№ Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment Explanation/Comment
6 GPEW 30 add 5.Integration of cycling

infrastructures in
international transportation
hubs projects;

5. Integration of cycling infrastructures and
pedestrian zones and walkways in international
transportation hubs projects;

Addition to include pedestrian zones
and walkways.

7 EELV 31 add bullet 
point

7. Induce the intermodality-interconnectivity
between all modes of transport available.

8 EELV 31 add bullet 
point

8. Induce research et experimentation of
alternative low carbon fuels/kerozene solutions
in aerian transportation, while taking into
account their ecological footprint.

self-explanatory

9 Scottish Green
Party

32 add bullet 
point

7. Implementation of fare-free public transport
for all.

Fare-free public transport has been
successfully introduced in cities such
as Tallinn, Estonia and Hasselt,
Belgium. Luxembourg also has made
a commitment to fare-free public
transport, and it is being discussed in
Germany. The policy is supported by
the Federation of Young European
Greens and a number of member
parties.


